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What Complete Streets means for MDOT  
and transportation in Michigan 

 
“Change has a considerable psychological impact on the human mind. To 
the fearful, it is threatening because it means that things may get worse. 
To the hopeful, it is encouraging because things may get better. To the 
confident, it is inspiring because the challenge exists to make things 
better.”  
 – King Whitney Jr., 1967 

 
 These words about change are as true today as they were in 1967. On Aug. 1, 

Gov. Granholm signed into law Complete Streets legislation to advance cooperation and 

coordination among transportation and local governmental agencies: Public Act 135, 

which amends Public Act 51 of 1951 governing the expenditure of state transportation 

funding; and Public Act 134, which amends the Michigan Planning Enabling Act. While 

it might be tempting to attribute the passage of these bills to pressure from one group or 

another, it is worth noting that both bills passed the Michigan House and Senate by wide 

margins: 85-21 and 31-0, respectively. 

 Here is a summary of the changes to Act 51 under PA 135: 

Revisions to Act 51, Section 10(k) 

• Requires counties, cities, villages, and MDOT to consult with one another when 
planning a nonmotorized project affecting a transportation facility that belongs to 
the other. 

• Requires Section 10(k) improvements meet accepted practices or established best 
practices.  

• Requires Act 51 agencies to notify one another when their five-year nonmotorized 
programs are finalized.  

 
 
 



New Act 51 Section 10(p) 
 

• Requires the State Transportation Commission (STC), within two years, to adopt 
a Complete Streets policy for MDOT, and to develop model Complete Streets 
policies for use by others. 

• Requires state and local agencies to consult and agree on how to address 
Complete Streets before submitting the Five-Year Program to the STC (exempts 
anything in an approved multi-year capital plan approved before July 1). 

• Allows MDOT to provide technical assistance and coordination to local agencies 
in the development and implementation of their policies. 

• Requires MDOT to share expertise in nonmotorized and multi-modal planning in 
the development of projects within municipal boundaries (“municipal” refers to 
townships, counties, cities or villages - so just about anywhere).  

• Allows agencies to enter into agreements with one another to provide 
maintenance for projects constructed to implement a Complete Streets policy. 

• Creates a Complete Streets Advisory Council within MDOT, appointed by the 
governor, to advise the STC and local agencies in the implementation of 
Complete Streets.  

 
Amendments to the Michigan Planning Enabling Act 
 

• Modifies the definition of “streets” to specifically include all legal users. 
• Expands the elements that may be included in a master plan to encompass all 

transportation systems that move people and goods. 
• Specifies that transportation improvements identified in a plan are appropriate to 

the context of the community and considers all legal users of the public right of 
way. 

• The means for implementing transportation elements of the master plan in 
cooperation with applicable county road commission or MDOT. 

 
 The new laws will influence how we work with virtually every township, county, 

city, and village in the state. In the coming weeks, I will convene an interdisciplinary 

work group within MDOT to examine how the new law will affect our processes and 

resources. If you are asked to participate, I ask that you embrace it as an opportunity to 

improve how we work with our partners to deliver transportation services in Michigan. 

 The transportation world is changing. We can face this change fearfully, or with 

confidence. In my five years as director, we have faced many challenges, adapted to 

change, and are a better organization for doing so. I am confident we can rise to the 

challenge of implementing the new Complete Streets law – in letter and spirit – and 

emerge a stronger organization, and ultimately, a better state. 


